ABSTRACT: A series of geometric models of lobed nozzles with a central plug was created by different scalloping positions and widths. The shapes of lower and upper edges, cutting depth were kept unchanged. In this study, by the use of numerical simulation, the effects of scalloped width and position on the performance of jet mixing in the pumping condition were analyzed. The results indicated that, as the position of scalloped lower edge kept constant, the radial position of the accelerated mixing region of sidewalls did not change. The accelerated mixing region is enlarged as scalloped width increased, while the growth rate of enlarged region is less than the growth rate of scalloping width. When the scalloped region with the same width moved outward in the radial direction, the mixing rate of the region of the lobe outer edges increased. However, the distance for complete mixing of the primary stream in the core region was increased. It was also found that inward moving of scalloped lower edge enhanced the effect of strengthening streamwise vortices but induced more pressure loss.
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INTRODUCTION

Lobed nozzles can increase the interface area of primary and secondary flow (Elliott et al. 1992) and the interaction between streamwise and normal vorticity can enhance the mixing between primary and secondary flow (Povinelli and Anderson 1984; McCormick and Bennett 1994). Such ejector schemes provide a simple mean of reducing jet noise by mixing high velocity primary flow with cool ambient air which can also provide a thrust gain (Presz et al. 1994; Acheson et al. 2011). For the military infrared stealth purpose, the lobed nozzles can dilute the engine plume with cold ambient air, decrease CO₂ concentration and temperature; therefore it reduces the target detectability (Pan et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2014). Meanwhile, from the fuel savings, full fuel combustion can be achieved by enhancing the mixing of reactants while delaying ignition in a controlled manner (Smith et al. 1997; Mitchell et al. 2004). Previous studies show that the scalloping of lobed nozzles can improve the mixing performance (Presz et al. 1994; Abolfadl and Sehra 1993; Yu et al. 1997, 2000; Hu et al. 1999; Mao et al. 2009; Lei 2011) but cause some extra total pressure loss (Hu et al. 1999). Presz et al. (1994) found that the scalloping could generate additional vortices, which are upstream the lobe exit plane. The scalloped lobes with large angle can generate benefits like lower wall friction loss and more rapid mixing. Then a short compact ejector is feasible. Yu attributed the enhancement to that, and the streamwise vorticity is stronger because of some additional streamwise vortices formed due to the scalloping (Yu et al. 1997). Through the scalloping of sword alternating lobed nozzle, Sheng et al. (2014) found that the degree of scalloping was increased, and the mixing in the downstream region of the lobe peak was accelerated; however, the primary flow in
center needed larger mixing length. Lei found that the overall streamwise circulation was not necessarily increased after scalloping. In an experimental investigation of a scalloped mixer, Lei (2011) showed that the overall streamwise circulation was not necessarily increased after scalloping. The more rapidly decaying streamwise vorticity presented a more effective mixing process because of smaller-scale but more developed vortices (Lei 2011; Lei et al. 2012; Wright et al. 2013).

All the previous works on scalloped lobed nozzles were concentrated on large lobe penetration angles lobe nozzles. However, in practical applications of helicopter or warship, designers have preferred small angle lobed nozzles. Because the diameter of mix tube is limited, small lobe penetration angles can penetrate the sidewalls of mix tube. Large angle lobe may cause the primary stream impacting the sidewalls, then the temperature of sidewalls and the pressure loss increase. Also, no parametric studies were performed on these previous studies; in general, scalloping parameters like width, depth, shape, and position were coupled together. In this work, the effects of scalloping width and position on the jet mixing in pumping condition were analyzed numerically. To achieve this, a series of small angle lobed nozzle models with a central plug and different scalloping positions and widths were used. The lower and upper edges and cutting depth were kept unchanged.

INVESTIGATED CONFIGURATIONS

The geometry model of lobed nozzles with a central plug (PLN) and mixing tube are illustrated in Fig. 1. The abbreviations for diameter and radius are $D$ and $R$, respectively. The annular entrance of the nozzle is formed by two circles with diameters of 210 and 400 mm. The inward and outward lobe penetration angles are 12.9° and 12.1°, respectively. The length of mixing duct is 1,150 mm and its entrance is 100 mm ahead of the exit of the nozzle. The diameter $D$ of the duct is 700 mm, and the length-to-diameter ratio of the mixing segment $L/D$ is 1.5.

Figure 2 shows the scalloped lobed nozzles which are investigated in this paper, and the geometrical dimensions for each scalloping are shown in Fig. 3. The scalloped lobed nozzles No 1, 2, and 3, i.e. scalloping No 1, 2, and 3 (S1, S2, and S3), have the same cut shape, but with the radial cut position moving towards outside in an equal distance. Scallopings No 4 and 5 (S4 and S5) also have the same cut shape, and the lower and upper edges of S4 lap over with the lower edge of S1 and the upper edge of S2, and those of S5 lap over with the lower edge of S2 and the upper edge of S3. Scalloping No. 6 (S6) has the largest cut width with the lower and upper edges lapping over with the lower edge of S1 and the upper edge of S3, respectively.

CFD MODEL

The numerical simulation domain and grids are illustrated in Fig. 4. Owing to the complicated geometry shapes, tetrahedral cells were adopted to discretize the whole flow-field domain. Three boundary layer cells were used and the first layer height
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Figure 3. Geometry dimensions of each scalloping alternating lobed nozzle (all dimensions are in mm).

Figure 4. Numerical simulation of flow-field domain and grids.

was 0.05 mm. Also in Fig. 4, a refined domain was adopted near the region where severe changes in the velocity and temperature were expected. In the refined domain, the maximum grid size was about 15 mm, and more than 20 million tetrahedral cells were meshed. Total number of cells in the whole flow-field was more than 23 million.

The flow-field simulation is based on Fluent software packages. Three-dimensional Reynolds averaged N-S equations were solved. According to previous studies (Sheng et al. 2014; Sheng et al. 2015), the most appropriate turbulence model is the SST k-ω. The far-field boundary condition was set to pressure inlet and pressure outlet. The operating pressure was 101,325 Pa, the temperature was 300 K and the turbulence intensity was set to 5%. The discretized scheme was second-order. The jet inlet velocity was set to 125 m/s and temperature was 850 K. Energy equation was involved in the simulation. In this paper, the wall heat transfer and thermal radiation were not coupled, thus the boundary condition of adiabatic wall was used.

CFD MODEL VALIDATION

To quantify the numerical method, a comparison against the available experimental results (Hu et al. 2000, 2005) is performed for the velocity vector and axial velocity distributions. The lobed nozzle in Hu’s experiment has six lobes. The width of lobe is 6 mm, and the height of the lobe is 15 mm. The inward and outward lobe penetration angles are 25° and 14°, respectively. The diameter of the lobed nozzle is \( d = 40 \) mm.

The jet velocity at the exit of the tested nozzle is set at about 20 m/s. The Reynolds number of the jet flow, based on the lobed nozzle diameter and the jet velocity, is about 55,000. Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) system, called Dual-Plane Stereoscopic PIV (DP-SPIV), was used to measure the mixing flow results.

The results are illustrated in Fig. 5, where 20, 60 and 80 mm are the distances from the nozzle exit. It can be seen that the simulated results compare well with the experimental data. Figure 6 displays the mixing decay of the maximum value of the streamwise vorticity in the simulation and Hu’s experiment. Except for some differences after the breakdown, the simulated maximum value of the streamwise vorticity has a good agreement. According to the corresponding references (Hu et al. 2000, 2005), the major part of the enhanced mixing caused by the special geometry of the lobed nozzle is concentrated within the first two diameters.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

JET MIXING FLOW-FIELD ANALYSIS

Figure 7 shows the axial velocity isolines and temperature cloudscape at \( x/d = 0.25 \) and \( 0.5 \). As can be seen in this figure, the mixing of wave trough is more rapid than the lobe peak and sidewall region for the PLN; with a constant scalloping width, the improved mixing regions of configurations S1, S2 and S3 change on the radial direction with the scalloping position (see Figs. 7b, 7c and 7d). The improved mixing regions of S4 are almost equal to that of S1; that of S5 is almost equal to that of S2; and that of S6 is almost equal to that of S4; the unmixed primary stream near the lobe peaks of S4 is less than that of S1 but more than that of S2; that of S5 is less than that of S2 but more than that of S3; and that of S6 is less than that of S4 but more than that of S5 (Figs. 7e, 7f, and 7g). As the position of scalloped lower edge kept invariant, the radial position of the accelerated mixing region of sidewalls did not change. The accelerated mixing region is enlarged as scalloped width increased, while the growth rate of enlarged region is less than the growth rate of scalloping width.

STREAMWISE VORTICITY

Figure 8 shows the non-dimensional streamwise vorticity distribution at \( x/d = 0.25 \) for each lobed nozzle. The streamwise vorticities of S1, S4 and S6 are higher than other scalloped schemes and PLN. One can deduce that inward moving of
scalloped lower edge enhances the effect of strengthening streamwise vortices.

Figure 9 shows the 700 K temperature iso-surface for each lobed nozzle. The mixing near the sidewalls of PLN is slightly faster than that in the region near the lobe peaks. The scalloping accelerates the mixing in the downstream regions of the lobe peaks and sidewalls, but the complete mixing distance of the primary stream in the core region increases. For the mixing near the sidewalls of all the schemes, the scheme S4 is faster than S1 and S2; S5 is faster than S2 and S3; S6 has the highest mixing rate in these regions. The mixing rate increases as the scalloping width increases. In the region near the lobe peaks, all scalloped schemes mixing rate are higher than PLN. When the scalloped region with the same width (S1, S2, S3) moves outward in the radial position, the mixing rate increases. The complete mixing distances of the primary stream in the core region for all scalloped schemes are almost the same, except S3, which has slightly shorter complete mixing distance. The scalloping accelerated the mixing of sidewalls region. Part of the mixing air flowed to the core region, and the temperature of secondary flow penetrating into the core region increased. Therefore, the complete mixing distances of the primary stream in the core region increased. The scalloped inner edge of S3 is farther to the core region, less mixing air flows to the core region, and the complete mixing distance of core region for S3 is slightly shorter than other scalloped schemes.

**JET MIXING PERFORMANCE**

In the present investigation, the components of primary and secondary streams are treated as the same. The thermal mixing efficiency $\eta_t$ (Xie and Liu 2011) can be expressed as:

$$\eta_t = 1 - \frac{1}{T_p} \int (\frac{T_m}{T_p} - 1)^2 \frac{dm_m}{m_m}$$

$$T_m = \frac{T_p m_p + T_s m_s}{m_m}$$

where:

$m_p$ and $m_s$ are the mass flux of primary and secondary stream, respectively; $m_m$ is the mass flux of the local mixing stream; the parameters $T_p$ and $T_s$ are the initial temperature of primary and secondary streams; $T_m$ is the temperature of the local mixing stream; $T_M$ (Xie and Liu 2011) is the temperature for the complete mixing stream of the primary and secondary streams, i.e.:
Thermal mixing efficiency is a vital factor of jet mixing. It indicates the degree of uniform mixing of the primary and secondary streams. The thermal mixing efficiencies against $x/d$ is plotted in Fig. 10, where $x$ is the axial distance measured from the exit of the nozzle. Figure 10 shows that the thermal mixing efficiencies for all the lobed nozzles increase rapidly from 0.25 $d$ to 1.0 $d$ and then slow down. The values for the scalloped schemes are higher than the PLN scheme. In the range of 2.0 $d$ to 2.5 $d$, only the S3 scheme index value is higher than the PLN. For the thermal mixing efficiencies of all the scalloped schemes, the values are similar as the scalloped widths kept invariant and increase if the scalloped width is enlarged in the range from 0.25 $d$ to 0.5 $d$; while in the range of 1.5 $d$ to 2.5 $d$, the scalloped inner edge is a decisive factor, a higher thermal mixing efficiency can be achieved by the outward moving of scalloped inner edge. All these results indicate that in a short mixing distance, the accelerated mixing of sidewalls region for the scalloped schemes is the primary cause for thermal mixing efficiency improving. As the mixing distance increases, the influence of mixing in the downstream of the lobe peaks and core region becomes more important. As can be seen in Fig. 8, the streamwise vorticity of S1, S4 and S6 are higher than other scalloped schemes; however, the thermal mixing efficiencies of these schemes do not improve. It can be concluded that the streamwise vortices more intensified by the scalloping do not bring more enhancement on the mixing effectiveness.

\[
\eta_t = \frac{\int P_{m}^* dm_m}{\int P_{p}^* dm_p + \int P_{s}^* dm_s}
\]  

where:

- $P_{m}^*$ is the total pressure of the local mixing stream.

The initial total pressure of primary and secondary stream are expressed as $P_{p}^*$ and $P_{s}^*$.

It can be seen from Fig. 11 that the total pressure recovery coefficients of cross-sections along the lobed nozzles decreased rapidly up to 1.5 $d$, then it slowed down. The coefficients of all scalloped schemes are lower than the PLN scheme between 0.5 $d$ and 2.5 $d$. The scalloping inner edge is a decisive factor for the total pressure recovery coefficient. Only a slight variation of the total pressure recovery coefficient was found for the configurations S1, S4, S6, in which the inner edge was closely located. The total pressure loss increases as the inner edge moves inside. According to previous analysis (Fig. 8), compared to other schemes, S1, S4 and S6 enhanced the effect of strengthening streamwise vortices more significantly but induced more pressure loss at 0.25 $d$. Therefore, if the scalloping strengthens streamwise vortices more significantly, more pressure loss will be caused.

**CONCLUSIONS**

A series of geometric models of lobed nozzles with central plug were created by different scalloping positions and widths. The shapes of lower and upper edges, cutting depth were kept unchanged. By the use of numerical simulation, the effects of scalloped width and position on the performance of jet mixing in the pumping condition were analyzed. The results are summarized as follows:
As the degree of scalloping increased, the mixing in the downstream regions of the lobe peaks and sidewalls were accelerated; however, the primary flow in center needed a larger mixing length. When the position of scalloped lower edge kept invariant, the radial position of the accelerated mixing region of sidewalls did not change.

When the scalloped region with the same width moved outward in the radial, the mixing rate of downstream lobe peak region increased. The accelerated mixing region was enlarged as scalloped width increased; however, the growth rate of enlarged region was less than the growth rate of scalloping width.

The inward moving of scalloped lower edge enhanced the effect of strengthening streamwise vortices; however, the strengthened streamwise vortices by the scalloping did not bring higher mixing effectiveness but induced more pressure loss.
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